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The surfacematerial at the Surveyor5 site is granularand slightly cohesive.Spacecraft
footpadsplowedtrenchesin this material as the spacecraftslid during landing.For a compressiblesoil model, a static bearing capacity of 2.7 newtons/cm
•' gave best agreementwith
the observations. Static firing of the vernier engines against the surface moved surface
particles;a crater 20 cm in diameterand about 1 cm deepwasproduced,apparentlyat engine
shutdown.The permeability of the soil to gases,to a depth of about 25 cm, is 1 X 10-s cm.ø,
correspondingto soil particles mostly 2 to 60 t• in diameter.

SPACECRAFTLANDING

angular positions, one accelerometerreading,
and
three vernier engine thrust commands.
Description. The basic configuration and
2. Analog signals monitoring three strainlanding mechanismfor Surveyor 5 were essengage bridges, one on each landing leg shock
tially the same as for Surveyors 1 and 3. Durabsorber,
indicating its axial loading.
ing the landing,the three landing legs rotate
3.
Post-landing
television camera coverage
upward against the resistance of the shock
of
footpads,
crushable
blocks,and areas on the
absorbers. Following the initial impact, the
shock absorbers re-extend, returning the legs lunar surface in which these spacecraft members contacted the surface and came to rest.
to their pre-touchdown positions. Additional
4. Post-landingattitude determinations
based
capability for energy dissipationis provided by
on
the
position
of
the
planar
array
antenna,
crushablefootpadsand by crushablehoneycomb
blocks mounted on the underside of the space- horizon sightings,and star sightings.
frame, inboard of each leg.
An evaluation of the data indicatesthat, at an
The actual landing of Surveyor 5 can be re- altitude of 4.8 _ 0.7 meters, all three vernier
constructedquite accurately from various telem- engines were cut off, resulting in a free-fall
etry signals together with available landing- period, during which the spacecraft vertical
dynamic simulations.Pertinent telemetry data velocity increased to 4.2 __+0.4 m/sec at the
are:

time leg 1, the first to contact, encounteredthe
1. Digital indicationsof spacecraftaltitude, lunar surface.After leg 1 contacta suddenpitch
three orthogonal velocities, three orthogonal motion, away from leg l, occurredwith a velocity in excessof 13 deg/sec.Legs 2 and 3 contacted the ground almost simultaneously:leg 2
x Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Insti190 msec,and leg 3 197 msecafter leg 1 impact.
tute of Technology, Pasadena, California 9'1103.
A
period of spacecraft slide lasting approxi2 Dynamic Loads Division, NASA Langley Remately 1.7 secfollowed,during which the spacesearch Center, Hampton, Virginia 23361.
craft rolled approximately +5.9 ø counterclocka Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas
77058.
wise, as seen from above. Christensen et al.
4 TRW Systems,Inc., Redondo, California 90278.
[1967b] give further details of the landing and
• Hughes Aircraft Co., E1 Segundo, California
of
the observationsand analysesoutlined below.
90045.
Figure 1 showsthe time histories of the axial
oUniversity of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado
80302.
forcesin the landing-gearshockabsorbersfrom
7 Bellcomm, Washington, D.C. 20036.
before surface contact until after the spaces California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
craft reached its final position. For each leg,
California 91109.
the high loading caused by the first impact
9 Hawaii Institute of Geophysics,University of
lasted approximately 0.2 to 0.25 sec. This was
Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822.
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•Fig. 1. Strain-gage telemetry data showingshock-absorberaxial load historiesduring landing
of Surveyor 5. Maximum forces shown are ___350newtons.

followedby a near-zeroforce period that lasted
approximately 0.6 to 0.8 sec, indicating a rebound of the spacecraftcausedby the landinggear spring forces.Finally, a secondlow-energy
impact was registered,followed by a poorly
defined,low-amplitudeoscillation.Similar oscillations, observedduring'the Surveyor I and 3
touchdowns,were related to the combinedelastic
properties of the spacecraftand the lunar surface [Christensenet al., 1967a, 1968]. After the

oscillation, the strain gages indicated a small
loading, correspondingto the static loading of
the shock absorbers and to the 480-newton

lunar

weight of the spacecraft. (1 newton = 105
dynes = 0.225 lb; I newton/cm2 = 1.45 lb/in?)
The final position of the spacecraft, following the slide, is about 19.5ø from vertical.
Television observationso] spacecraft-soilinteractions. Surveyor 5 landed on the inner
slope of a crater, 9 meters wide, about 12

Fig. 2. Wide-angle mosaic of footpad 2 and the trench formed during landing of Surveyor

5. The depressionformed during the first impact of footpad 2 can be seen at the right-hand
end of the trench. The top of the footpad is 30 cm in diameter. (Picture taken September 14,
1967,between 04h 00m and 06h 00m GMT; catalog 5-MP-19.)
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meters long, and more than I meter deep.After
initial touchdown,the spacecraftslid downslope,
creating clearly visible surface disturbances.
At impact, footpad 2, after possiblygrazing a
fragment 12 cm in diameter, penetrated the
soil at the right-hand end of the trench shown
in Figure 2, forming a depressionabout 12 cm
deep and ejecting material radially for a distance up to 80 cm. As the spacecraftslid, the
outboard rim of footpad 2 tipped downward
and the soil in front of it was pushedand thrown
forward and sideward, forming the trench,
which is 8 to 10 cm deep at the uphill end, near
the impact depression,and 3 to 6 cm at the
downhill end. The ejected material extendsapproximately 30 cm beside the trench and 75
cm beyond the resting positionof footpad 2, in
the direction of spacecraft slide. The trench is
almost straight and its length indicatesthat the
footpad slid 81 -----2 cm. The rim of the trench
crumbled, partially filling the bottom. The
smoothappearanceof an area wherethe footpad
scrapedalong the trench wall showsthat the
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material consistsprimarily of very small partides.

The movement of footpad 3 also causedsome
trenching during the landing and subsequent
sliding motion. The visibility of this area to
the televisioncamerais p.artiallyobscured,but
it appearsthat footpad 3 moved approximately
the same distanceas footpad 2. Like footpad 2,
it tipped downward during the trenching, and
lunar material was deposited on top of both
footpads as they plowed the surface (Figures
2 and 3). No visible soil was depositedon the
footpad tops of Surveyors1 or 3 during landing. Surveyor 5 footpads2 and 3 are tilted .approximately 16ø relative to the plane of the
three footpads.
The

crushable

blocks

contacted

the

lunar

surface during the landing. Figure 4a is a narrow-angle view of crushableblock 3 in which
a small rock or clod appears to be wedgedbetween

the block and its thermal

shield. In

a

picture taken later, at a low sun angle, this
fragment is no longer visible, but a deposit of

Fig. 3. Narrow-angle picture of •op of footpad 3 showing •he lunar material on the footpad
(September 22, 19.67,13h 48m 13s GMT).
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respectively. Becauseof limited visibility, it is
not possibleto estimate the initial penetrations
:5 } ANALYTICAL
RESULTS
of footpads 1 and 3 of Surveyor 5. The analytical simulation indicatesthat crushableblocks
2 and 3 each penetrated about 8 cm and that
crushable block 1 did not touch the surface.

8880

Because of computer program limitations at
this early stage of the dynamic study, the soil
model used in this analysis is completely compressible;the force F developedon the footpad
is expressedby IDletrick et al., 1966]
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Fig. 5. A comparison of Surveyor 5 landing where
data with analytically obtained shock-absorber

force/time histories.

soil particles can be seen adheringto the bottom edgeof the block (Figure4b). No clearevidence of crushableblock imprints was obtained.
However, the probablelocationsat which crushable block imprints might exist are in areas
obscuredor shaded by the spacecraft.
The appearance of the lunar surface material
at the Surveyor 5 landing site is similar to that
in the vicinity of the Surveyor 1 and 3 landing

sites [Christensenet al., 1967a, 1968]. The soil
is granular, slightly cohesive,and generallyfinegrained. Some lighter-appearing fragments are
seen and presumably are rocks. Darker-appearing fragments are presumed to be soil aggregates, some of natural origin and others produced by the spacecraft landing. The material
ejected from the surface by the Surveyor 5
footpads exhibits less brightnesscontrast with
the undisturbedsurfacethan did the soil ejected
by Surveyors1 and 3.
Dynamic simulations o/ landing. Computer
simulation studies of landings, using several
analytical soil models, are being performed to
estimate the mechanical properties of a surface
material that will display penetrations and
shock-absorber

p0 = static bearing pressureof surface.
A_= effectivefootpad area.
c -

s=
&p• p• =

frictional

constant.

depth of penetration.
velocity of penetration.
original density of soil.
densityof soil compressed
by footpad.

Figure 6 illustratesthe soil model being penetrated by a footpad. The surface material initially of density pl is compressedat pressurepo
to a density p• under the penetration of a footpad. Forces resisting penetrations are the static
bearing pressurethat is assumedconstant with
depth, friction that increaseslinearly with penetration, and soil inertia. For the above soil
model the assumed relationships between the
density of the soil, density of the soil com-

pressedby a footpad, and static bearing pressure are shownin Figure 7. As indicated,for a
surfacewith a bearing strength of 2.7 newtons/
cm•, the assumeddensity of the undisturbed
material would be 1.1 g/cm8. This value is
lower than some estimatesderived from previous Surveyorlandingsand may be changed
as the agreementbetween simulation and actual

axial loads similar to those ob-

tained during the Surveyor 5 landings.The best
correlation obtained to date is shown in Figure
5, which compares the shock-absorber force
histories for a simulated landing on a lunar
surface with a 2.7-newtons/cm
2 static bearing
strength, with the histories from Surveyor 5.
The penetrationsby footpads 1, 2, and 3 obtained in this simulationare 6, 12, and 12 cm,

Fig. 6. Soft-surface model for the landing dynamics analysis.
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Assumed relationship between surface bearing pressureand the soil density at the
surface.

landing is improved in subsequentsolutions. and in the normal force of the footpadsagainst
Dynamic analyses using incompressible soil the lunar surface, as indicated by the strain
models have not yet been performed for Sur- gagesand trench depths. Perhaps a more meanveyor 5.
ingful value is the average stopping pressure
Simulationsof the earlier missions,usingthe suppliedby the soil against the footpads.Estisamecompressible
soil model,showedgoodcor- mating an average depth of penetration of 5
relation with landing data for static bearing cm, this pressureis 0.9 newtons/cm2. This value
pressuresof 3.4 newtons/cm•, rather than the is consistentwith the stalling pressureobserved
2.7 newtons/cm•, which best matchesSurveyor duringthe Surveyor3 lunar trenchingoperations
5 data. However,the downslope
landingof Sur- using the soil mechanicssurfacesampler [Scott
veyor 5 produceda horizontal loading on the and Roberson,1968].
soil with a possible deformational mode that
LUNAR SOIL EROSION TEST--OBSERVED EFFECTS
would result in greater footpad penetration.
These preliminary results suggestthat the
To provide data for estimatingthe amount
lunar surfacematerial at the Surveyor 5 land- of soil erosionduring a landing of the Apollo
ing site is somewhat weaker than the material
Lunar Module (LM) and to determine such
at the previous landing sites, or that its re- lunar surfacepropertiesas permeabilityto gases,

sistanceis less becauseof the slopingsurface
on whichthe landingtook place.
Analysis o[ spacecraft. Since the spacecraft
is at rest on a 20ø slope,the minimum effective
coefficient of friction (braking) between the
footpads and surface is tan 20ø -- 0.36. An
analysisof the dynamicsof the spacecraftslide
by Christensenei al. [1967b] indicatesthat the

level, and vernier engine2 fired at a 76 _+ 18newton thrust level. During the firing, the
spacecraftfootpadsremained in place on the

average stopping force correspondsto an ef-

lunar surface.

fective coef•cient of friction of 0.73. These re-

cohesion,and particle size, the Surveyor 5
liquid-propellant vernier engines were fired
against the lunar surface for 0.55 _--+0.05 sec

on September13, 1967,at 05h 38m GMT. Engines i and 3 fired at a 120 _+ 22-newton thrust

The effectsof the vernier enginefiring were
sults are, however,of limited value becausethe observedby comparingtelevisionpicturesobfootpads penetrated the surface. There were tained beforeand after the firing. The location
obvioussignificantvariationsin the trenching and relationshipof the Surveyor 5 vernier en-
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Area around a-scattering sensor head. The
surface area immediately adjacent to the ascattering instrument shows most clearly the

gines and television camera to the areas where
erosioneffectswere detectedand to other spacecraft componentsare shown in Figure 8. The
erosioncausedby vernier engine3 provided the
primary erosion experimental data. The area
under vernier engine i was partially visible.
Lunar surfacebelowvernier engine3. Changes
in the lunar surface causedby erosioncan be
seen in Figures 9 and 10 in the areas labeled
E3Mand E3. in Figure 8. It is evident that there

extent

and amount

of soil disturbance

caused

by the vernier engine firing. Figures 12a and
12b are controlled mosaics composed of narrow-angle, pre- and post-firing pictures of the
area (Aw in Figure 8). A comparisonindicates
that the firing caused a number of changes,
including movement of the a-scattering instrument sensorhead, movementsof rock and soil
fragments, and alteration to general surface

has been:

1. Erosion of soil from area E•M; most soil
fragments identifiable in Figure 9 were moved features.
by the firing.
In places the basic soil surface has been
2. Formation of a shallow crescent-shaped changedby the firing. Clear evidenceof this is
crater directly below vernier engine 3. The
shown by the track, about 2 mm deep and 58
crater is 20 cm in diameter and 0.8 to 1.3 cm
cm long, indicated by the dotted line in the predeep; its openend pointsapproximatelytoward firing picture (Figure 12a); fragment h, probthe sensorhead of the a-scattering instrument. ably ejected during the landing, made the track
Figure 11 is a contour map of the crater and as it rolled downhill. In Figure 12b, this track
no longer exists,having been filled in or eroded
profilesacrossit.
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away by the firing. Another example is the
material to the right of the helium tank, ejecta
depositedduring the landing, which is not visible after the firing. Although the eject• could
have beencoveredor sweptaway by the firing,

evidencesuggeststhe latter. For example,in
area Z, somesoil aroundfragmentg and partly
coveringrock a wasdefinitelysweptaway,since
rock a is exposedto • somewhatgreater depth
after the firing (Figure 13). For this area, 40
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Fig. 9. •arrow-anglemosaics
of the lunarsurfacebeneathvernierengine3, asseenthrough
the auxiliarymirrors,before(a) andafter (b, c) on-surface
firing.Part of the spacecraft
frame
and one crushableblock are visible at the top of the picture. (a) September13, 1967,
01h 15m37sGMT; catalog5-MP-17.(b) September
13, 19'.67,
07h 33m40sGMT; catalog
5-MP-18. (c) September22, 19'.67,
14h08m 49sGMT; catalog5-MP-22.

to 60 cm from vernier engine 3, the estimated
depth of deposition,erosion, or soil replacement is I cm or more. Soil movementwas probably aided by the 20ø surface slope.
None of the fragments that moved can be
positively identified in both the pre- and the
post-firing mosaics.In some cases,this could
be due to movement of particles into the area
from locationsnot in the pre-firing mos_aic,
or,
in other cases,particles shownin the pre-firing
mosaic could have moved out of the area during
the firing. It is also possiblethat some of the
fragments appear, but, becauseof the movement and their irregular shape, they present
different distinguishingfeatures to the camera,
or broke apart, and therefore cannot be iden-

tified as the same fragment.Fragmentsa
through f did not move and therefore appear
in both Figures 12a and 12b. In general,these
are the larger fragments; many appear to be

partly buried.Figure 14 is a plot of fragment
diameterversuspre-firingdistancefromvernier
engine3, for some of the larger fragments,
showingwhich moved during the firing and
which did not. The circlesplotted in this figure indicate fragments that probably were
lyingon the surfaceandnot partly buriedprior
to firing. The figure indicatesa size-distance
boundarybelow which a fragmentcouldhave
been moved by the firing.

The s-scatteringsensorhead was displaced

by the vernierengine3 firing.In Figure12b,
pointsA and B are the pre-firingpositions
of
corners A' and B • of the sensor head.

In Figure 15a (pre-firing),the imageof the
sensorheadcircularplate is clearlyreflectedby
the gold-platedfront of faceI). After the firing
(Figure 15b), no reflectedimage of the plate
can be seen.The entire surfaceof D appearsto
be nonreflective,with the bottom 3 em appear-
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(c)

Fig. 1•). Narrow-anglemosaicsof the lunar surfacebeneathvernier engine3, before (a) and
and after (b, c) on-surfacefiring. Two spacecra.œt
tanks and the electronicsbox on the bottom
bound the pictures. A spacecraœt
structural member divides the visible lunar surœace.
(a) September 12, 1967, 00h 58m 58s GMT; catalog 5-MP-37. (b) September 21, 1967, 05h 36m 31s
GMT; catalog5-MP-40. (c) September22, 1967, 13h 36m 49s GMT; catalog5-MP-42.

ing darker than the top 10 cm. This changeis
probably causedby the adherenceof fine lunar

firing. The area is 120 to 130 cm from the
engine center line; the largest fragment dismaterial. Erosion debris covers the intersection
placedwas 2.0 cm in diameter.
of face D and the plate. Fragments and soil
Footpad 2 area. In the footpad 2 area,
appear to have landed on and near the plate fragments that can be seen to have moved are
after the sensorhead stoppedslidingwhen the entirely limited to the lower-left quarter of
leadingedgeof the plate dug into the soil (Fig- Figure 16. Though only a relatively few fragures 15b and 12b).
ments of 1-cm diameter or larger have been disFootpad 3 area. A fragment-by-fragment placed, the fine soil between the larger fragstudy of the footpad 3 area was made by com- ments in the area to the left of footpad 2 was
paring individual pre- and post-firing pictures disturbed by the firing. Soil was blown off the
using a blink technique.None of the numerous magnet bracket and control bar on the left of
soil fragmentsoutboardof footpad 3 were found the footpad.
to be displacedby the firing. This area is, howFootpad 2 trench area. Frame-by-frame
ever, at least partly shieldedfrom the direct comparisonof the footpad 2 trench, using a
blast of vernier engine 3 by footpad 3 and its blink technique,showsno visiblechangecaused
leg. The soil to the right of the footpad is not by static vernier firing. Distance along the
shieldedfrom vernier engine 3, and many of ground from the center line of vernier engine
the fragments here were swept away by the 2 to the trench ranges from 90 to 115 cm.
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Fig. 11. Plan view and profiles of the crescent-shapedcrater produced by the vernier
engine 3 firing (taken from a drawing by the Mapping Science Branch, Lunar and Earth
ScienceDivision, NASA Manned SpacecrMt Center).
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Fig. 12a.

Electronic compartment tops. An indication
of erosionby diffusedgas eruption was obtained
by comparing pre- and post-firing pictures of
the compartment B top (Figure 17). In Figure 17b, clumps of soil, which landed on the
compartment top and broke, are visible. Some
of the small fragments appear to have rolled
downslope or splattered in the plane of the
trajectory. The relationshipof compartmentB
to vernier engine I is shown in Figure 8; the
top of the compartment was 1.1 meters above
the lunar surface. The particles must have had

a near-vertical trajectory to reach the top of
compartment B from the area under vernier

engine 1. There were no noticeablechangesin
spacecraft temperatures, although the thermal
characteristics of the electronic compartment
top would have been significantlymodified even
by a thin layer of soil.
LUNAR SOIL EROSION TEST-SI1VIULATIONSAND ANALYSIS

For vernier engine3 static firing, Table 1
givesthe engineparameters,the positionof the
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Fig. 12b.

Figure 12 shows an annotated •nosaic of lunar surface near a-scattering instrument (a) before firing and (b) after firing. Rock and soil fragments that were not moved by the firing
are outlined; some are labeled by letter. Fragments that were moved are marked with an x;
some are labeled by number. The top of the a-scattering sensor head is 17 cm on a side. September 12 and 14, 1967; catalog 5-MP-24 and 5-MP-24).
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Fig. 13. Lunar surface beside the helium tank (see Figure 12). Soil erosion from around
rock a and the trail left by impact of fragment 26 were causedby the firing. (Top) Pre-firing
picture (September 12, 1967; catalog5-MP-45B). (Bottom) Post-firingpicture (September14,
196.7; catalog 5-MP-46B).
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engine relative to the lunar surface below it,

by entrainment of soil particles as the gas flows

and

over the surface.

the

dimensions

of

the

erosion

crater

formed. Figure 18 showsthe theoretical surface
pressure, gas radial velocity, and the corresponding dynamic pressure, as derived from
Roberts' [1963, 1964] theory. These data correspond to conditionsunder which the engine
is exhaustingonto a fiat plane parallel with the
nozzle exit plane. For surfacestilted 0 ø, 10ø,
and 20ø from the nozzle exit plane at a radial
distance of 76 cm, for example, along the projection of the exhaust vector, the theoretical
s•rface pressuresare about 14, 76, and 210
dynes/cm•', respectively.The dynamic pressures
vary similarly with tilt.
Soil erosion causedby rocket engine exhaust
gas impingment is of three basic types.

1. Bearing load cratering [Alexanderet al.,
1966]: rapid cratering caused by exhaust gas
pressureon a soil surfaceexceedingthe bearing
capacityof the surface.
2. Viscous erosion [Roberts, 1963]: erosion

3. Diffused gas eruption [Dodge, 1966;
Scott and Ko, 1968]: movement of the soil
causedby the upward flow of gas through the
pores of the soil during and after the firing.

These three types will be consideredseparately.
Bearing load cratering. The bearing pressure produced on the lunar surface by engine
exhaust was less than 0.3 newton/cm2 (Figure
18); bearing load cratering, therefore, is consideredunlikely, and no evidenceof suchcratering was observed.(Alexander et al. [1966] call
this type of erosion 'explosivecratering.')
Viscouserosion. When a soil is subjectedto
rocket engine exhaust, the gas that flows radially along the surface may dislodgesoil particles from the surface and entrain

them. The

erosioncharacteristicsof a bed of particlesunder
vacuumconditions(10-' torr) were investigated
by Land and Clark [1965] for variousparticle
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l•ig. 15. Gold-platedface D (see Figure 12) of the a-scatteringsensorhead. (Top) Pre-

firingpicture;faceD is highlyreflective(September
12,1967,05h06m27sGMT). (Bottom)
Post-firingpicture; face D is nonreflective(September14, 1967,07h 15m09sGMT).
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Fig. 16a.

sizes and nozzle heights. Their results showed
that, for the nozzle heights where erosion occurred, erosion was more rapid in soils with
coarser particles (within limits) than in finegrainedsoilsand that the maximumcraterdepth
was not necessarilydirectly below the nozzle.
Often the resulting crater is in the shape of the
lower half of a toroid. Observationsshow, and
theory predicts, that the soil particles leave the
surface in a fairly fiat trajectory when the surface erosion is small. As the erosion depth increases,the trajectory angle between the particle and the surface increases.

Roberts' [1963] theory was used to estimate
the theoretical

amount

of viscous erosion for

a range of soil cohesionfor four particle sizes,
for the engine conditionslisted in Table 1. In
these calculations,the aerodynamicfriction and
drag coefficientsacting on the soil particles

were taken to be 0.3 and 2, respectively[Roberts, 1964; Hutton, 1966]. The soil internal
friction angle was taken to be 35ø [Christensen et al., 1967a]. The results shown in Figure
19 indicate that a soil composed of 100-•diameter particles with a cohesion of 1430
dynes/cm' would erode at a maximum rate of
0.36 cm/sec. The observedrate is 1.5 cm/sec;
according to Figure 19, this rate could have
occurredby viscousaction only on a soil composed of particles larger than 500 .g. Since
most grainspresentare smallerthan 500 g, the
comparison of theoretical and observed crater
depths suggeststhat viscous erosion was not
the major erosion mechanism for the removal
of fine-grained material. Comparison of theoretical and observedcrater diametersprovides
additional evidence. For a soil composedof
600-g-diameter particles with a cohesionof
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Figure 16 showsmosaicsof footpad 2 area (a) pre-firing and (b) post-firing. Representative
fragments that were moved by the vernier engine firing are marked with an x. Soil on top of
the footpad was little disturbedby the firing. (September 12 and 13, 1967; catalog 5-MP-26
and 5-MP-27).

gion. If a crater formed during this period of
firing, it would have the shapeof half a toroid.
On sudden removal of the surface pressure at
observed crater diameter was about 20 cm.
engine shutdown,some of the gas diffusedinto
Thus, viscouserosionwas not a major factor the soil during firing will flow to the surface
in forming the crater. It probably was the and may produce an eruption. Such a dismechanism that moved soil fragments across turbancewould occurin the high-pressureregion
directly under the engine.
the surface from positions outside the crater.
The conditionsused in the Surveyor 5 static
Diffused gas eruption. I)uring a firing, exhaust gasesflow into and through the porous lunar firing test were chosento emphasize difsoil, exiting upward at some radial distance fused gas erosion at shutdown as the major
and possiblylifting soil from the surface.For erosion mechanism. Because the lunar surface
soil displacementto occur during this period, loadingsdevelopedby exhaust gasesfrom the
the enginemustbe firedfor a time sufficient
to LM descent engine during landing and by a
achievea significantupward flow of gasesat a Surveyor vernier enginefiring at low thrust on
distance from the central higher-pressurere- the moonare similar,it waspossible
to simulate,

960 dynes/cm2 (selected to approximate the
observedaverageerosionrate), Roberts'theory
gives a crater diameter of 66 cm, whereasthe

7188

Fig. 17. Top of compartment B taken before and after the firing. A lump of material was
transported to the compartment top and splattered in a direction away from vernier .engine1.
(Top) September 12, 1967, 02h 29m 29s GMT. (Bottom) September22, 1967,05h 48m 58s
GMT.
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TABLE1. VernierEngine3 Static-Firing
:Data[from zontal surface of a homogenous, isotropic,
Christensen
et al., 1967b]
porousmedium. The diffusionprocessis essentially independent of the direction of gravity,
Measured
Used in
Quantity
Value
Calculations-'.':and the diffusion-causedsoil erosionon a slope
of 20ø, calculated from the diffusion theory, is
Firing time, sec
0.55 q- 0.05
0.55
hardly distinguishable from that on a horiThrust, newtons
120 q- 22
120
zontal surface. The time for diffusion of gas
Chamber pressure,
newtons/cm 2
through the soil to reach a steady state and
46.9
Chambergastemperature, øK
2950
correspondinglythe extent of the soil eruption
Chambergasviscosity,poise
5.6 X 10-4
depend on the soil porosity and permeability.
Gas specific heat
1.313
Gas constant, m¾sec2 øK
Diffusion theory indicatesthat the diameter of a
367'
Nozzle exit radius, cm
6.46
diffusion-caused
eruption crater is almost indeNozzle exit Mach number
5.2
pendent of the cohesion[Scott and Ko, 1968].
Nozzle height, cm
37 q-1
39.4
Angle of nozzle exit plane to
The calculationsindicate that a diffused-gas
surface below it
0ø-10 o
eruption would have formed a crater 32 cm
Projection of nozzle exhaust
axis, on surface below it
in diameter and 3.5 cm deep in a completely
Towarda-scatteringhead
Erosion crater diameter, cm
Erosioncraterdepth,average,
cm

2O

0.8

cohesionless
and very permeablesoil (i.e., one
q- 0.2

Erosion crater depth, maximum, cmt

o.31

1.3

Erosioncrater crescent,
direction of cusps

Toward a-scatteringhead

* Valuesusedin calculations
in somecasesdifferfrom
measured
because
calculations
weremadebefore
latestmeasure-

ments.

t From Figure 11.
4000

SURFACE

PRESSURE

inthelunarexperiment,
thesoilerosion
effects
to beexperienced
during
a LM landing.
To

simulate
theviscous
erosion
anticipated
byLM,

a firingtime of about5 secwouldhavebeen
required
for theSurveyor
engines
at theirmini-

GAS

VELOCITY

3000

mum thrust level. The simulationof the dif-

fused
gaseruption
phenomenon
wouldrequire
muchshorter
Surveyor
engine
firingtime,preferably
about0.1sec.It wasapparent,
there-

2000

fore,that botherosion
effectswouldnot be

0.1

simulated
witha single
vernier
engine
firing.

Indications
of the viscous
erosion
effects
were

available
fromtheSurveyor
3 second
landing
event[Christensen
et al.,1968];therefore,
it

PRESSURE
IOOO

wasdecided
to devotethe Surveyor
5 lunar
soilerosion
testto obtaining
the bestsimula-

tionofengine
shutdown
eruption
effects
possi-

blewithinspacecraft
constraints.
The 0.55-sec
firingtimeusedwasconsidered
the minimum
thatwouldensure
predictable
performance
and

provide
adequate
telemetry
of engine
performance.

Theanalysis
ofdiffused
gaseruption
used
the
surface
pressure
obtained
fromRoberts'
theory

(Figure
18)fora jetfiring
normally
ontoa hori
•-

o

IO

20

RADIAL

30

STATION,

40

50

cm

Fig. 18. Theoretical static pressure, dynamic
pressure. and exhaust gas radial velocity at the
surface of a plane, parallel to the engine nozzle
exit plane; engine thrust = 120 newtons, nozzle
height = 39A cm.
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ET

of silts having grain sizesbetween 2 and 60
The lunar material also containsparticles larger
than this range and possibly some smaller.
However, the estimated lunar permeability indicatesmost of the particlesare in the 2- to
range to a depth of around 25 cm. This estimate agrees with conclusions reached from
simulations of Surveyor 3 footpad imprints
[Christensenet al., 1968].

D-- IOOO/•

The

observed

crater

is attributed

to soil re-

moval at engine shutdown, not during firing.
If the lunar soil has the permeabilityindicated,
then during an 0.5-sec Surveyor 5 firing the
gasesflowing into and through the soil would
not have produced diffused-gas eruptions. If
the firing time had been increased or the soil
permeability were different, so that the eruption did occur before engine shutdown,the resulting crater would have formed at a radius
of 19 to 25 cm from the stagnationpoint. Since
the erosioncrater on the moon has only a 10-cm

z

o

n-

AL.

2

radius, it is concludedthat it was formed by
diffused-gaseruption at engine shutdown.

IOO

I x IO 3

2 x IO 3

The crescentshape of the lunar crater could
have been causedby one or severalof the following factors:

SOILCOHESION,
dynes/cm
2

Fig. 19. Theoretical viscous erosion rates as
functions of soil cohesion and particle size' engine
thrust -- 120 newtons. nozzle height -- 39.4 cm.

in which steady-state gas flow conditionswere
reachedby an 0.5-secfiring), for surface loading conditions correspondingto the Surveyor
5 test. For the same test conditions,but in a
cohesionlessand less permeable soil (requiring
5 sec to reach steady-stategas flow), however,
the eruption crater would have been 18 cm in
diameter and 1.5 cm deep. If the soil porosity
is assumedto be between 0.3 and 0.5, the viscosity of the vernier exhaust •ases in the soil is
1 '4 10-4 to 3 x 10-' poise [Pao, 1967], and,
if it assumedthat an 0.5-sec firing is equivalent
to about one-tenth the time required to reach
steady-state conditions, the soil permeability
required to match calculated and observed
crater diameters is between 1 x

1. Flow of gasesout of the nozzlemay not
have been symmetric.

2. Material that eruptedupward couldhave
settled preferentially on one side becauseof
the surfaceslope.
3. Lunar soil below the nozzle may have
beennonhomogeneous
or the surfacemay have
had an irregular shape, and so it was tilted
relative to the nozzle exit plane. The direction
of the crater cuspsis in line with the projection of the exhaustaxis on the surface,suggesting that this explanationis likely.

LIMITS OF GRAIN SIZE, rnm
(MIT CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM)
2 0

0.002

SURVEYOR

10-8 and 7 X

10-8 cm2 [see Scott and Ko, 1968]. The permeabilities of soils of different uniform grain
sizes as measured on earth are shown in Figure 20. The permeability range for the lunar
surfacematerial fits into the permeability range

0 06

I0 -I

I

10-2

I

I

10-4

I

I

10-6

E

ESTI MATES

I[ ]I -.

,o-,O

PERMEABILITY,
cmZ

Fig. 20. Permeability

of lunar soil compared

with permeability of earth soil with various grain
sizes. (Earth data from Scott [1963].)
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Movemento[ a-scatteringhead. An analysis
Permeabilityof this lunar soil, to a depth
of the forcesrequired to move the a-scattering of about 25 cm, is I x 10-• to 7 x 10-8 cm'•.
sensor head the observed distance during the
This correspondsto the permeability of earth
time of firing indicatesthat the effectivecoeffi- silts and indicates most of the lunar particles
cient of friction between the aluminum skirt of
are in 2- to 60-/• sizerange.
the head and the lunar surface was over 0.59,
Capability of lunar material to adhere to a
and probably over 0.84; this includesa con- smooth vertical surface is indicated by the
tribution from digging of the skirt into the change of reflectivity of the a-scattering sensor
surface. The analysis showed that the coc•qi- head as a result of the vernier engine firing.
cient of friction was less than 1.38 [ChristenVernier enginefiring did not causeany degradation in the functional capability of the spacesen et al., 1967b].
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

During the l•:nding,Surveyor5 slid about
0.8 meter down the inner slope of a 9- x 12meter crater. During this sliding,at least two of
the footpads dug trenchesin the lunar surface
material. The initial depth of penetration for
one footpad was about 12 cm. Ejecta was
thrown

80 cm or more.

craft.
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